Point processes with stochastic intensities are ubiquitous in many application areas, including finance, insurance, reliability and queuing. They can be simulated from a standard Poisson process by time-scaling with the cumulative intensity, or compensator. The paths of the compensator are often generated with a discretization method. However, discretization introduces bias into the simulation results. The magnitude of the bias is difficult to quantify. This paper develops a method for the exact simulation of point processes with stochastic intensities. The method is based on a change of the filtration that describes the information flow in the point process model. The point process is first projected onto its own filtration, and then sampled based on the projected intensity in that filtration. The projected intensity is deterministic between event times, and this facilitates exact sampling. The method is exemplified for a point process whose intensity is a function of a jump-diffusion process and the point process itself. Filtering arguments lead to the conditional distribution of the driving jump-diffusion given the point process path, and a recursive scheme for calculating the projected intensity. This facilitates the exact sampling of both a point process path and a skeleton of the driving jump-diffusion process. Numerical experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.
Introduction
Stochastic point processes are prominent in many application areas. In finance and economics, they describe the arrival of events such as corporate bankruptcies, mergers and acquisitions, or security trades on an exchange. In insurance, they represent claim arrivals. In reliability, they model failures of system components. In queuing, they record the arrivals or departures of customers. In health care, they represent incidences of diseases. In seismology, they model the timing of earthquakes.
Monte Carlo simulation is an important computational tool to address point process applications. At its center is a method for generating the event stopping times. The choice of method is governed by the properties of the point process intensity, which represents the conditional event arrival rate, and which is often modulated by risk factors that follow stochastic processes on their own. The time-scaling method has the widest scope. It is based on a result of Meyer (1971) , which implies that under mild conditions, any counting process can be transformed into a standard Poisson process by a change of time that is given by the counting process compensator, or cumulative intensity. Thus, the event times can be generated by re-scaling Poisson arrivals with the compensator. Barring special cases, the continuous-time path of the compensator must be approximated on a discretetime grid. However, the approximation of a continuous-time process by a discrete-time process introduces bias into the simulation estimator. The bias is undesirable, for several reasons. First, since the size of the bias is often unknown, it is hard to obtain valid confidence intervals. Second, a very fine time discretization may be required to reduce the bias to an acceptable level. Even more computational effort may be required to verify that the bias is sufficiently small. Finally, both the number of time steps and the number of trials need to be increased together to decrease the total error of the simulation estimator, but the optimal allocation of resources is difficult to specify in advance.
In this article, we develop an exact simulation method that eliminates the need to discretize the compensator. The method exploits a projection argument, and is based on a change of the filtration that describes the information flow in the point process model. Rather than sampling the point process in the reference filtration associated with the given point process model, we project the point process onto its own filtration, and then sample it in this coarser filtration. By changing the filtration, the point process acquires an intensity with much simpler dynamics: the projected intensity, which is the conditional expectation of the intensity in the reference filtration, is deterministic between event times. This property facilitates exact sampling of the point process by sequential thinning or the inverse transform scheme. The projection method extends the reach of these classical schemes beyond their traditional domain of application.
We exemplify the projection method for a point process whose arrival intensity is a function of a one-dimensional jump-diffusion process and the point process itself. This formulation covers a broad family of self-exciting point processes with applications in finance, insurance, queuing, health care, and other areas. Point process filtering arguments are used to devise a recursive scheme for the computation of the conditional distribution of the driving jump-diffusion process given the point process path. The conditional distribution leads to the projected intensity, and also allows us to generate exact samples of the jump-diffusion state given the path of the point process. We therefore obtain an unbiased estimator of the expectation of a function of both a point process path and a skeleton of the driving jump-diffusion process. Numerical experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our method relative to a conventional discretization scheme for the diffusive component of the driving process and a time-scaling scheme for the jump component. The projection method achieves the optimal square-root convergence, while the convergence of the discretization scheme is much slower. In addition, our method generates the estimator with the smallest error, for any given computational budget.
Our jump-diffusion scheme extends a scheme for a jump-diffusion process with deterministic jump intensity described by Glasserman (2004, Section 3.5) . If the intensity is deterministic, then the jump times can be generated independently of the diffusion component. A skeleton of the diffusion component can be generated by the exact scheme of Beskos & Roberts (2005) ; see also Chen (2009) . Our scheme is also related to the exact scheme developed by Casella & Roberts (2010) for a one-dimensional jump-diffusion with state-dependent jump intensity that is almost surely bounded from above. The boundedness property allows Casella & Roberts (2010) to generate the jump times by statedependent thinning as in Glasserman & Merener (2003) . The projection method does not require the intensity to be bounded. However, its practical implementation requires more structure on the coefficients of the jump-diffusion process. Giesecke, Kakavand, Mousavi & Takada (2009) develop an alternative exact scheme for a vector of indicator, i.e. one-jump, point processes. They construct an inhomogenous Markov chain that matches the one-dimensional distributions of the vector indicator process, and then estimate the point process expectation of interest by generating the transitions of the mimicking Markov chain using exact methods. The transition rate of a component of the mimicking chain is given by the conditional expectation of a component intensity given the current state of the vector process. This Markovian projection contrasts with the projection introduced in this paper, which is predicated on the path of the point process rather than a single value, and which does not necessarily generate a Markov point process. This type of projection has advantages in certain settings, because it facilitates the application of point process filtering arguments to calculate the projected intensity, and because it allows for the exact sampling of values of the state process. The Markovian projection developed in Giesecke et al. (2009) is more appropriate for a multi-variate setting with correlated component point processes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the problem and outlines conventional approaches to point process simulation. Section 3 develops the projection method. Section 4 exemplifies the method for a point process whose arrival intensity is driven by a jump-diffusion process. Section 5 develops explicit examples. Section 6 provides numerical results. Section 7 concludes. There is a technical appendix.
2 Point process simulation
Point process
Fix a complete probability space (Ω, F, P) and a right-continuous and complete information filtration F = (F t ) t≥0 . Consider a sequence (T n ) n≥0 of stopping times that is strictly increasing to ∞ and for which T 0 = 0, almost surely. These stopping times represent the ordered arrival times of events such as bankruptcies, equipment failures, claim arrivals, or disease incidences. Let N be the counting process given by
The Doob-Meyer theorem guarantees the existence of a non-decreasing process A starting at 0 such that M = N − A is a local martingale. The compensator A is uniquely defined up to indistinguishability and governs the distribution of N . We assume that there is a non-negative, integrable intensity process λ that satisfies
almost surely, for every t. The process λ is the density of the random measure associated with A relative to Lebesgue measure. It represents the mean arrival rate of events relative to F, in the sense that E(N t+∆ − N t | F t ) ≈ λ t ∆ for "small" ∆ > 0. Let ( n ) n≥0 be a sequence of real-valued, F Tn -measurable random variables with 0 = 0. The "mark" n encodes additional information that is revealed at the event time T n . For example, if the T n model insurance claim arrivals, then the n could describe the claim sizes. In portfolio credit risk applications, the T n represent firm default times and the n could model the loss due to default. Define the point process L by
Simulation schemes
Our goal is to develop an unbiased simulation estimator of the expectation
for suitable functions f and fixed t > 0. In portfolio credit risk applications, for example, the expectation (4) could represent the present value of a derivative security that pays at t a specified function of the total default loss in a reference portfolio of defaultable assets such as loans or bonds. To estimate (4) by simulation, we need to generate a trajectory of L over [0, t] , i.e. the pairs (T n , n ) n≤Nt . We focus on the generation of the T n .
If the intensity λ t is a deterministic function of time t, then N is a non-homogeneous Poisson process and we can generate the arrival times by the inverse method from the inter-arrival time distribution, the order statistics property of the Poisson process, or the thinning scheme of Lewis & Shedler (1979) . While fundamental, deterministic intensity models are often too simplistic. Many applications require state-dependent intensities. Here, λ follows an F-adapted stochastic process. The value λ t may depend on the path (L s ) s≤t , i.e. past arrival times and marks (T n , n ) n≤Nt , and other sources of randomness recorded by the sigma-field F t . In the special case where λ is adapted to the filtration generated by L, i.e. if λ t is a function of (T n , n ) n≤Nt only, the inter-arrival intensity is deterministic, and the inter-arrival times can be generated sequentially by the inverse method from the conditional distribution of the inter-arrival time, or, preferably, thinning. Examples include the birth and Hawkes processes, see Ogata (1981) .
In the general case, λ is modulated by additional random factors that follow stochastic processes on their own. In this case, λ is not adapted to the filtration generated by L, and does not evolve deterministically between arrivals. Then, the inverse method is feasible only if the inverse of the conditional distribution function of an inter-arrival time can be evaluated, and the intensity value at an arrival time can be simulated. The thinning method applies only if the inter-arrival intensity can be bounded from above, and the values of the intensity at the candidate times can be simulated.
In many model specifications of interest the inter-arrival intensity is not bounded, or it is difficult to sample the values of the intensity at an arrival time. A simulation method with wider scope exploits a time-change result for point processes due to Meyer (1971) . Suppose the compensator A increases to ∞ almost surely. Meyer proved that N is a standard Poisson process under a change of time defined by A, relative to the timechanged filtration. Thus, for a sequence (E n ) of standard exponential random variables that are mutually independent, the arrival time
This provides a recipe for simulating N : draw E 1 from a standard exponential distribution, generate a path of the integral t 0 λ s ds, and record its hitting time to E 1 . Then draw E 2 , continue to generate a path of the integral t 0 λ s ds, and record its hitting time to E 2 . Continue until the simulation horizon is reached.
While this time-scaling scheme is widely applicable, it usually leads to biased simulation estimators of (4), unlike the other schemes discussed above. This is because it is usually not possible to generate the complete path of the continuous-time stochastic process t 0 λ s ds. Often, the path must be approximated on a discrete-time grid. Moreover, it may not be possible to draw exact samples of the values of t 0 λ s ds at the grid points, because the required conditional distribution may not be known or computationally tractable. This forces one to approximate the values of t 0 λ s ds on the discrete-time grid by first approximating the continuous-time intensity process λ on the grid, and then integrating the discretized values. If the intensity values cannot be sampled exactly, then the stochastic differential equation (SDE) that describes the intensity dynamics must be discretized by the Euler or other schemes, introducing another source of bias.
Due to the multiple layers of approximations in the time-scaling scheme, it is difficult to quantify the magnitude of the discretization bias in the simulation estimators of (4). This, in turn, makes it hard to obtain valid confidence intervals. The bias can be reduced by increasing the number of discretization time steps, but this also increases the computational cost of a replication. Reducing the bias to an acceptable level may require a prohibitively large computational effort. Even more computational effort may be required to verify that the bias is small enough. Finally, the optimal allocation of resources between the number of time steps and the number of trials is difficult to specify.
Projection method
We propose a method for the exact simulation of the point process L that eliminates the need to discretize the process t 0 λ s ds. This method leads to unbiased simulation estimators of (4). It does not require the intensity to be bounded almost surely. The idea underlying the method is to perform a change of filtration. Instead of simulating L based on the given F-intensity model λ, we project L onto a sub-filtration of F, and then simulate the arrival times (T n ) based on the intensity relative to the sub-filtration. Because the sub-filtration is coarser than F, the sub-filtration intensity has simpler dynamics than the F-intensity. We choose the sub-filtration such that the sub-filtration intensity is deterministic between arrivals. Then we can apply the inverse or thinning scheme relative to the sub-filtration to generate exact samples of the inter-arrival times.
We project L onto its own right-continuous and complete filtration G = (G t ) t≥0 generated by the sigma-fields σ(L s : s ≤ t). This is the smallest sub-filtration of F that is compatible with L. Since the counting process N has an intensity λ relative to F, it also has an intensity relative to G. In analogy to the definition of the F-intensity λ, the G-intensity is a G-adapted process h such that N has compensator t 0 h s ds relative to G. That is, the process defined by N t − t 0 h s ds is a G-local martingale. The G-intensity h is determined by the F-intensity λ and the sub-filtration G. It is given by the optional projection of λ onto the subfiltration G. The optional projection is a G-adapted process that is unique up to indistinguishability, see Dellacherie & Meyer (1982, Chapter IV, Numbers 43-44) . It satisfies
almost surely, for every t. Formula (6) indicates that if λ is G-adapted as for Poisson, birth, Hawkes and time-inhomogeneous Markov point processes, then h = λ. If λ is not a priori G-adapted, as in the application cases we have in mind, then h is non-trivial.
Due to the special structure of the sub-filtration G, the projected intensity h evolves deterministically between events, and jumps at event times. Intuitively, the sources of randomness influencing λ beyond the arrival times T n and jump sizes n are "averaged out" by the projection. More precisely, h takes the form
almost surely, where h n is the G Tn -measurable function defined by
for t ≥ T n and n ≥ 0. This is because on the set {N t = n}, the sigma-field G t consists of G Tn and the information that N t = n. Now formula (7) is a consequence of Bayes' rule.
The following observation explains the significance the functions h n .
Proposition 3.1. Assume N has F-intensity λ such that for all t
Let h be the optional projection of λ onto the right-continous and complete filtration G generated by L and let h n be the function satisfying (7)- (8). Then, for t ≥ T n ,
Proof. First observe that
where ∆V t = V t − V t− is the jump of a right-continuous left-limit process V at t and V t− = lim s↑t V s . With the integrability hypothesis (9) on λ, the local
λ s ds is a true F-martingale, and so is H = · 0 1 {N s− =n} dU s since the integrand is bounded and predictable. Using this property, taking F Tn -conditional expectation on both sides of equation (11) gives, for t ≥ T n ,
Then, by iterated expectations and Fubini's theorem, we get
where the second equality follows from the definition (8). Now
which gives formula (10), noting that
Formula (10) expresses the conditional survival function of T n+1 given G Tn in terms of the G Tn -measurable function h n (t) that represents the projected intensity on the event {N t = n}. The formula demonstrates that given G Tn , the waiting time to next event date T n+1 is equal in distribution to the first jump time of a non-homogeneous G-Poisson process started at T n with intensity given by h n .
The event times and marks can be generated sequentially in the filtration G, based on the functions h n . This requires a technical condition on the marks n . Assume the law of n depends at most on the events in the sigma-field G T − n , which is generated by the variables (T k , k ) k<n and T n , see Brémaud (1980, Chapter III, Theorem T2) . We start at T 0 = 0 and generate T 1 based on the function h 0 . Next we generate the mark 1 . Given the pair (T 1 , 1 ), we then calculate h 1 and draw T 2 and subsequently 2 . The procedure is continued until the simulation horizon is reached.
The inverse transform method can be used to generate an exact sample of T n+1 from (10) given G Tn . This, however, requires us to evaluate the inverse to (10), which may be computationally expensive. Alternatively, we can apply the classical thinning scheme of Lewis & Shedler (1979) to generate an exact sample of T n+1 given G Tn . This scheme requires us to evaluate h n (t) only at candidate arrival times t generated from a dominating process. The algorithm is detailed below. For clarity in the exposition we do not include a termination condition associated with a fixed horizon.
(2) Find functions B n t (ω) and C n t (ω) such that
then set T n+1 (ω) = t + E(ω) and stop. Else set t = t + E(ω) and go to Step (2).
The specific behavior of the function h n at hand will determine the choice of the bound B n t and the interval length C n t for which it is valid. If, for example, h n is increasing, then B n t can be taken to be the interval end point h n (t + C n t ) for some C n t . The optimal value of C n t depends on the slope of h n : intuitively, the steeper h n the smaller C n t . If h n is decreasing, we can take B n t = h n (t) and C n t equal to the simulation horizon. The thinning scheme requires that h n is piecewise bounded from above. Note that this requirement is much weaker than the boundedness of the F-intensity λ between arrivals. The boundedness of λ is required for the application of the thinning scheme in the reference filtration. This property often fails when λ is governed by an SDE; see Section 4 below. Moreover, the application of the thinning scheme to the projected intensity h eliminates the need to generate samples of the intensity λ at a candidate time, which can be expensive when λ is driven by an SDE. After projection, the thinning scheme requires only the evaluation of deterministic functions at a finite set of points.
Point process driven by a jump-diffusion
We exemplify the projection method for a point process L whose arrival intensity λ t is a time-dependent function of the value at t of a jump-diffusion process and L t . This specification covers a broad family of point processes that have important applications in many areas. When applied in this setting, the projection method also generates exact samples of the value of the driving jump-diffusion process. This, in turn, leads to an unbiased estimator of the expectation of a function of both a point process path and a skeleton of the driving jump-diffusion process.
Specification
Suppose that X is a real-valued Markov process that solves the SDE
where X 0 has some fixed distribution on R such that E(X 2 0 ) < ∞, W is a standard Brownian motion relative to the filtration F, µ and σ are real-valued functions that specify the drift and volatility of X, respectively, δ ≥ 0 is a sensitivity parameter and
The jump sizes n are measurable with respect to G T − n
and take values in a discrete subset of R. They are drawn independently of one another and independently of N and W from a fixed distribution that may depend on the jump time. The counting process N has intensity λ given by a non-negative function Λ on R + × R × R + via
The drift, volatility and intensity functions, and the jump size distribution are assumed to satisfy conditions guaranteeing that the solution to the SDE (12) exists in a strong sense and is unique in a weak sense. Such conditions are stated in Ceci & Gerardi (2006, Appendix A) . They involve, in particular, the requirement that
for all t, which is also a prerequisite for Proposition 3.1. The specification (12)- (14) represents a broad class of point processes with features that are important in many application settings. For example, a point process in this class is self-exciting, because it has an intensity λ that responds to events. In our specification, this occurs because L influences the state X, which drives λ. The process L also directly influences λ through the function (14). Thus, there is also a dependence structure between λ and the jump sizes n .
In the special case that the coefficient functions µ(x) and σ 2 (x) are affine in x and the intensity function Λ(t, x, l) is affine in (x, l), the process (X, L) is a two-dimensional affine jump-diffusion. In this case, the transform of (X, L) can be obtained from the results in Duffie, Pan & Singleton (2000) . Our exact simulation method extends beyond this affine jump-diffusion case, and allows us to treat specifications of (X, L) whose transforms are not analytically tractable.
1 Further, our estimators apply to functionals of a complete point process path and a skeleton of X. These functionals are usually difficult to treat with analytical methods.
Intensity projection
The exact simulation method requires the calculation of the intensity (6) of N with respect to the filtration G generated by L. This leads to a filtering problem for X given observations of L. Consider the G-conditional transform
for all those z, u ∈ R for which the expectation is finite. Here, π t (dx) is the conditional distribution of X t given G t . If the diffusion coefficient in the SDE (12) vanishes, then M t (z, u) = exp(−zX t − uX 2 t ) for all t > 0. Whenever the diffusion coefficient is non-zero the filter M t (z, u) is non-trivial. From equations (6) and (14), since L is G-adapted, the G-intensity (6) of N satisfies
almost surely, for each t. Hence, the G-intensity can be obtained from the conditional law π t (dx), which is recovered from M t (z, 0) by transform inversion. If the function Λ(t, x, l) is polynomial in x, this reduces to taking partial derivatives of M t (z, u). Thus, the projection method for the exact simulation of the point process (L, N ) driven by the SDE (12) can be implemented in practice if the transform M t (z, u) can be computed. Note that only knowledge of M t (z, 0) is required to compute π t (dx) and hence h t via (17). However, as the example calculation in Section 5.2 indicates, the joint conditional transform M t (z, u) of X t and X 2 t facilitates an analytical treatment of the filtering problem for a wider range of potential intensity models, including those for which Λ(t, x, l) has quadratic dependence on the state x. This motivates us to consider (16).
Owing to the structure of the filtration G, the transform M t (z, u) evolves deterministically between events and is updated at events. In our setting, the observation process L and the state process X have common jumps, and the point process filtering results in Kliemann, Koch & Marchetti (1990) imply that M t (z, u) is the weakly unique solution to the Kushner-Stratonovich equation that describes the time evolution of the filter E(f (t, X t ) | G t ) for suitable functions f (t, x). In our case, f (t, x) = exp(−zx − ux 2 ). The Kushner-Stratonovich equation can be solved piece-wise between arrival times. Thus, we obtain a characterization of the filter for the interval [T n , T n+1 ) and an updating map for the event time T n+1 . We examine these case separately, specializing into the results of Kliemann et al. (1990) and especially Ceci & Gerardi (2006) , who provide a more explicit discussion. The analysis leads to a recursive scheme for calculating M t (z, u).
Let Y be a (weakly unique) solution to the SDE
for any initial condition (s, x), where the coefficient functions µ and σ are those of the SDE (12). For s ≤ t, real x, v, u and non-negative l, let
whenever the expectation is finite. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and Proposition 3.2 of Ceci & Gerardi (2006) imply that
where
The filter M t (z, u) jumps at event times. Proposition 3.1 of Ceci & Gerardi (2006) implies that at time T n+1 , the filter is given by
where for any z and u
almost surely. Since the jump size variable n+1 is measurable with respect to the sigma-
, we obtain
It is important to note that the transform (23) at the jump time T n+1 is governed by the transform (20), which is valid for times t ∈ [T n , T n+1 ). This leads to a recursive scheme for calculating M t (z, u), which we illustrate in Section 5.
Sampling the jump-diffusion state
By inverting the Laplace transform M t (z, 0), we can obtain the conditional distribution π t (dx) of X t given G t . We can draw from this distribution using the inverse or other methods to get exact samples of the value X t of the jump-diffusion process (12) given the associated point process trajectory (L s ) ≤s≤t . This, in turn, allows us to use the projection method to generate an unbiased estimator of E(g((L s ) 0≤s≤t , (X s ) s∈S )) for suitable functions g, where S is a discrete set of times in the interval [0, t].
Explicit examples
We illustrate the recursive calculation of the projected intensity in the jump-diffusion setting of Section 4, focusing on two example specifications.
Affine specification
Suppose the drift and volatility functions of the state process X satisfy:
for constant coefficients (K i , H i ). In this case, the auxiliary process Y is an affine diffusion process. Suppose further that the intensity function Λ(t, x, l) is affine in x,
for non-negative functions Λ i (t, l) on R + × R such that condition (15) is satisfied. Proposition 1 in Duffie et al. (2000) gives conditions such that
where the coefficient functions satisfy the ordinary differential equations
with boundary conditions b(t, t, v, l) = v and a(t, t, v, l) = 0. These ODEs can be solved explicitly for certain choices of the coefficient parameters in (24) and (25). Analytically solvable cases include the case where each Λ i (t, l) is independent of t, combined with either H 0 = 0 or H 1 = 0. If analytical solutions are unavailable, a numerical scheme such as Runge-Kutta quickly yields numerical solutions. The specification (24)- (25) generates a jump-diffusion state process X with affine drift and variance functions. The arrival intensity of the jumps in X is affine in X but has arbitrary dependence on L. This specification nests the class of affine jump-diffusion processes analyzed by Duffie et al. (2000) . Affine jump-diffusion processes are analytically tractable but require that the arrival intensity function Λ(t, x, l) has affine dependence on (x, l). The projection method allows us to treat applications based on the more general specification (24)- (25) by exact Monte Carlo simulation. Noting that
from formula (20) we find that
on the set {N t = n}. Therefore, the projected intensity h is given by
Moreover, at an event the filter satisfies
where, from formulae (22) and (29),
which is easily differentiated with respect to z. This leads to a recursive scheme for the calculation of the functions h n (t), starting from M T 0 (z, 0) = E(exp(−zX 0 )), which is part of the model specification.
Quadratic specification
Suppose the drift and volatility functions of the state X satisfy:
for constant coefficients K i and H 0 . Then, the auxiliary process Y is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Moreover, assume that the intensity function Λ(t, x, l) has quadratic dependence on the state x,
for functions Λ i (l) on R + . Leippold & Wu (2002) and Chen, Filipovic & Poor (2002) provide conditions guaranteeing that
with boundary conditions c(t, t, v, u, l) = u, b(t, t, v, u, l) = v and a(t, t, v, u, l) = 0. As shown by Chen et al. (2002) , these equations can be solved explicitly. The specification (31)- (32) generates a jump-diffusion state process X with affine drift and variance functions. The arrival intensity of the jumps in X is quadratic in X but has arbitrary dependence on L. This specification extends the class of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck diffusion processes, whose transforms are analyzed by Leippold & Wu (2002) and Chen et al. (2002) , to include a state-dependent jump term. The projection method allows us to treat applications based on these jump-diffusion processes by exact Monte Carlo simulation.
We proceed as in Section 5.1 to obtain
Thus, from formula (20) we find that the transform
From formula (23), at an event time the filter satisfies
Here, from formulae (22) and (34),
which is easily differentiated with respect to z or u. This leads to a recursive scheme for the calculation of the functions h n (t), starting from M T 0 (z, u) = E(exp(−zX 0 − uX 2 0 )), which is again part of the model specification.
Numerical results
We illustrate the effectiveness and relative performance of the projection method through numerical experiments.
Specification
We specialize into the model discussed in Section 5.1. Suppose the coefficient functions (24) of the jump-diffusion state process (12) satisfy
for parameters κ ≥ 0, c > 0 and σ ≥ 0 such that 2κc ≥ σ 2 . The initial value X 0 has a fixed distribution on R + that is specified later. Then the state process X solves
For the intensity function (25), we take Λ(t, x, l) = x log(θ + l), θ > 1.
The intensity is a non-linear function of the point process, and therefore the vector (X, L) is not an affine jump-diffusion process in the sense of Duffie et al. (2000) . The transform of (X, L) does not take a computationally tractable form.
Because the inter-arrival intensity is not bounded from above by a constant, neither the exact scheme of Casella & Roberts (2010) nor the discretization scheme of Glasserman & Merener (2003) can be used to generate samples of X. The projection method leads to an exact sample of the skeleton of X and the complete path of L.
Projected intensity
With the parametrization (36), the ODEs (27)- (28) take the convenient form
with boundary conditions b(t, t, v, l) = v and a(t, t, v, l) = 0. Let γ = (κ 2 +2σ 2 log(θ+l))
1/2 and c(s, t) = exp(γ(t − s)). The solutions are
Based on the calculations in Section 5.1, we obtain an explicit recursive scheme to compute the functions h n (t) governing the projected intensity h. Appendix A addresses certain numerical aspects of this scheme; see also the discussion in Section 6.4 below.
• At T 0 = 0 we have M 0 (z, 0) = E(exp(−zX 0 ))
• For n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and t ∈ [T n , T n+1 ): • Recursion, at T n+1 compute Figure 1 shows sample paths of the F-intensity λ and the point process L. The parameter values are (κ, c, σ, δ, θ, X 0 ) = (1, 1, 1, 0.5, 2, 1) and the jump magnitudes n are drawn from a uniform distribution ν over {0.4, 0.8}. The jumps in λ occur at the event times. Between events, λ diffuses according to a mean-reverting Feller diffusion. Figure 2 shows, for the path of L in Figure 1 , the projected intensity h. As the F-intensity λ, the projected intensity h jumps at the event times. But unlike λ, h evolves deterministically between event times.
Estimators
Fix a horizon T > 0 and a level K ≥ 0. We consider the expectation
Expectations of the form (41) arise in many application areas. In finance, for example, (41) could represent the value of a derivative security subject to default of the issuer. Consider a security paying X T if the issuer survives to time T . When taken under a pricing measure, for K = 0 the expectation (41) represents the (undiscounted) value of this security, assuming the issuer defaults at intensity (38). See Duffie, Schroder & Skiadas (1996) for a general treatment of these types of valuation problems. Carr & Linetsky (2006) analyze a concrete application to derivatives written on defaultable stocks, when the default intensity is a decreasing function of the stock price. The projection method leads to unbiased estimators of (41). Since
the estimator of (41) takes the form
We first generate a sample
This expression is equal to ∂ z M T (z, 0)| z=0 (ω), assuming that T is not a jump time of L, an event that occurs with probability one. Note that N T (ω) is the number of events that have occurred by the horizon T in scenario ω. Thus, T N T (ω) represents the arrival time of the last event before T . The strategy to estimate the expectation (41) extends to many other expectations.
where g is an arbitrary real-valued function and f is real-valued function that is polynomial. In this case we simply evaluate higher-order derivatives of M T (z, u)(ω). If f is not polynomial, then M T (z, 0)(ω) is inverted to obtain the conditional law π T (dx)(ω) of X T in scenario ω. We then integrate f (x) against this law to get a sample of E(f (X T ) | G T ) in scenario ω. We can further extend to the case where f is an arbitrary function of the values of X t at some discrete set of times t ∈ [0, T ].
We contrast the unbiased estimator (42) with an estimator of (41) generated by a conventional discretization scheme for X and the time-scaling method for L. As explained in Section 2.2, the time-scaling method requires paths of the continuous-time process t 0 λ s ds, where λ t = X t log(θ + L t ). We must discretize the time interval and simulate the integral process dynamics on this discrete-time grid. Since X and hence λ follows a Feller diffusion between arrivals, the conditional distribution of the integral of λ between arrivals is known through its transform. Therefore, exact sampling of the values of the integral on the grid is theoretically feasible, but computationally expensive. Hence, we first simulate the intensity dynamics on the discrete-time grid, and then approximate the integral by the corresponding Riemann sums. To generate the values of λ, we generate the values of X between arrivals by exact sampling from the non-central chi-squared distribution that governs the transition of X between arrivals.
2 The corresponding density of X t+∆ given X t takes the well-known form
where I q is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order q, and
To compare the simulation estimators of (41), we consider the root mean square error (RMSE), given by the square root of the sum of the squared bias and the squared standard error. The standard error is estimated as the sample standard deviation of the simulation output divided by the square root of the number of trials. The bias is given by the difference between the expectation of the estimator and the true value (41). The bias of the estimator (42) generated by the projection method is zero. (37)- (38) for E(X 1 1 {L 1 ≤1} ). The parameter values are (κ, c, σ, δ, θ) = (1, 1, 1, 0, 2), the initial value X 0 has a gamma distribution with parameters (2, 1), and the jump magnitudes n are drawn from a uniform distribution over {0.4, 0.8}. The true value is given by 0.7723. generated by discretization and time-scaling with a specific number of time discretization steps can be estimated using a large number of trials to estimate the expectation of the estimator, and then taking the difference with the true value, estimated using the exact projection method with a large number of trials.
Results
We estimate (41) for T = 1 year and K = 1. The parameter values are (κ, c, σ, δ, θ) = (1, 1, 1, 0, 2), the initial value X 0 has a gamma distribution with parameters (2, 1), and the jump magnitudes n are drawn from a uniform distribution ν over {0.4, 0.8}. Note that, although δ = 0, the point process retains the self-exciting property because the intensity (38) remains a function of the point process itself. The choice δ = 0 has additional computational benefits: as shown by Proposition A.1 in the appendix, in this case the transform M Tn (z, u) takes a simple polynomial form that is easily computed recursively. Later in this section we will show that we can harness the computational benefits of this polynomial representation even in the case where δ > 0. Table 1 reports the simulation results. The bias column is estimated using 800,000 trials. The "true value" is estimated with the exact projection method, using 2 million trials. The number of discretization time steps in the time-scaling method is set equal to the square-root of the number of simulation trials.
3 The simulations were performed on a server with an Intel Core Duo 3.16 GHz processor and 4GB RAM. The codes were written in MATLAB Version 7.9.0.529 (R2009b). Table 1 . Figure 3 shows the convergence of the RMS errors graphically. The projection method achieves the optimal square-root convergence: the error of the estimator decreases at the rate O(1/ √ t), where t is the computational budget. The convergence rate of the time-scaling scheme is slower, indicating that the discretization bias is significant. The projection method also outperforms the time-scaling scheme in terms of absolute errors: it generates the smallest RMS error for any given computational budget. The projection scheme runs between 300 and 600 times faster than the time-scaling scheme to achieve a given accuracy.
Next we consider a setting with non-zero δ. Instead of (38), we take Λ(t, x, l) = x. This formulation implies a different self-exciting behavior: the impact of an event decays exponentially with time at rate κ. In the previously considered model (38) with δ = 0, the impact of an event does not fade away with time. The analysis in Appendix A.2 indicates that the computationally convenient polynomial representation of the transform M Tn (z, u) also holds, as an approximation, for "small" δ > 0. In fact, Proposition A.2 shows that the approximation error in the transform is of order O(δ 2 ). Table 2 reports the simulation results for the parameter set (κ, c, σ, δ) = (1, 1, 1, 0.5). We compare the output of three methods, the exact projection method, the projection method using the approximate polynomial representation of M Tn (z, u), and the timescaling method. It turns out that the polynomial approximation yields significant computational benefits while the bias it introduces is negligible. In fact, the projection method using the polynomial approximation runs more than twice as fast as the exact projection Table 2 : Simulation results under the model (37) with Λ(t, x, l) = x for E(X 1 1 {L 1 ≤1} ).
The parameter values are (κ, c, σ, δ) = (1, 1, 1, 0.5), the initial value X 0 has a gamma distribution with parameters (2, 1), and the jump magnitudes n are drawn from a uniform distribution over {0.4, 0.8}. The true value is given by 0.6802.
method. 4 Figure 4 shows the convergence of the RMS errors.
Conclusion
This paper develops a method for the exact simulation of point processes with stochastic intensities. The method is based on a change of the filtration that describes the information flow in the point process model. Instead of simulating the point process in the reference filtration, we project the process onto its own filtration, and then sample the process in this coarser filtration. In the coarser filtration, the point process intensity is deterministic between event times, and the arrivals can be generated exactly using standard thinning or inverse transform schemes. The projection eliminates the need to discretize the stochastic intensity process in the reference filtration, and therefore avoids the discretization bias suffered by standard simulation schemes. We exemplify the projection method for a point process with an intensity driven by a jump-diffusion process and the point process itself. In this setting, the projection method leads not only to unbiased estimators of expectations of point process functionals, but also to unbiased estimators of expectations of functionals of the point process and a skeleton of the jump-diffusion process. Thus, the projection method can also be used for the exact simulation of jump-diffusion processes with state-dependent jump intensities. Numerical Table 2 .
experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the method, and its superior performance relative to conventional discretization schemes.
A Recursive transform calculation
In the jump-diffusion setting of Section 6, the computation of the projected intensity requires the recursive calculation of the transform at an event time,
Although analytical, the transform tends to become more involved with every step. This appendix addresses this issue. We distinguish different cases according to the value of the parameter δ in the SDE (12), which controls the sensitivity of the state X to jumps in L.
A.1 State not sensitive to events
Suppose δ = 0 so that J n (z, 0) = 1 in (44). In this case, the state X follows a diffusion process whose dynamics are not influenced by N . However, X does influence the point process intensity, and hence, the arrival dynamics. The intensity is also a function of L itself, so the point process retains the self-exciting property. Now, following an idea of Using these expressions, for the case n = 1 we get
For the case n ≥ 2, we can use a simple induction over n. Assume (46) holds for n − 1. LetP n (z) = n−1 i=0ā i . We have (n − 1) (n−1) P n−1 vR n + S n vU n + V n = n n (vU n + V n ) 2−nP n (v) and P n (v) = U n (vH n + K n )P n + 2κc σ 2 − 1 − n H n (zU n + V n )P n (z) + (zH n + K n )(zU n + V n )∂ zPn (z). Now, by recursive updating of M Tn , the induction assumption, and the above equations, it can be easily shown that (46) holds for n. Moreover, we have introduced a scaling factor 1/n n to bound the range of the coefficients. According to equation (46), M Tn (z, 0) is proportional to the ratio of P n (z) and P n (0) so scaling the coefficients does not change M Tn (z, 0).
A.2 State weakly sensitive to events
Now suppose δ > 0. In this case, the state jumps at event times of N . The point process is self-exciting because its intensity is a function of both X and the point process itself. Unfortunately, the formulation in the previous section does not apply. This is due to the exponential form of the J n (z, 0) term. The terms of M Tn (z, 0) for the gamma distribution case in Proposition A.1 can be represented as polynomials growing linearly with n. This will not be the case in the presence of the exponential factor J n (z, 0).
However, if δ z 1 we can approximate J n (z, 0) = exp(−δ n z) ≈ 1 − δ n z.
Define
where M T 0 (z, 0) = M T 0 (z, 0). Then an argument analogous to that used in Proposition A.1 can be used to show that under the assumption (45), M Tn (z, 0) = (1 − δ n z)C n (zH n + K n ) −2κc σ 2 −n P n (z), where P n (z) is a polynomial of order n − 1.
Proposition A.2. Given δ 1, the error |M Tn (z, 0) − M Tn (z, 0)| due to the approximation (47) is of order O(δ 2 ).
Proof. We have that |M 
and so | M T 2 (z, 0) − M T 2 (z, 0)| is given by
which is clearly of order O(δ 2 ). It follows by extension that |M Tn (z, 0) − M Tn (z, 0)| is of order O(δ 2 ) for n ≥ 3.
